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We hereby briefly explain the responsibilities of foreign quota holders in the liquidation of
a Sociedade Limitada in Brazil.
In general, due to the principle of the continuance of the legal entity, in a company with
unlimited duration, the stockholder who wishes to exit the company will sell his stock
(having in mind the limits applicable to the due case by the law or contract), when he will
be jointly liable with the acquirer of the quotas before the company and third parties, for the
obligations he had as a partner at the time of the sale until two years after the sale (Article
1.003 of the Brazilian Civil Code). It must be noted that any sale shall obey the restriction
existing in the Articles of Association and/or Quota holders Agreement.
We must note that there was a change in the law applicable to the Sociedades Limitadas in
January 2002. The New Civil Code established some new rules regarding legal entities, as
well as required due adaptation to these new rules until January 2003. If the due adaptation
is not fully completed, and the company is not duly registered, the quota holders may be
held responsible. The extent of responsibility will vary in accordance to whatever
adaptation is not completed. If all amendments are duly effected, there will be no change in
responsibility other than hereunder explained. We will make the comments under the
assumption that all amendments were made. In other to verify due accomplishment a
further analysis of the company’s act would be necessary.
The Sociedade Limitada, named before the Civil Code of 2002 as Sociedade por Quotas de
Responsabilidade Limitada, grants to the quota holders limited responsibility as long as
there is no illegal act by such quota holders, or else:
(i)

(ii)

If the company’s capital stock is not completely paid in the quota holders will
respond until the total value of the capital stock not paid in. Such contribution
may be required from any quota holder independently if such party has already
paid in his part of the capital stock. The quota holder that pays in more than his
percentage in the capital stock may then demand from the other quota holder(s)
the due repayment; or
If the company’s capital stock is completely paid in, the quota holders, if no
exceptions apply, do not respond for debts of the company more than the value
of the quotas that may be sold in order to pay the due debts.

This general rule does not apply when the quota holders authorize an illegal act. As so, if a
quota holder approves a corporate decision that is against the law, he will respond for such
acts unlimitedly (Article 1.080 of the Brazilian Civil Code).
Liquidation of the Company

The New Brazilian Code establishes that Sociedades Limitada will be subsidiarily governed
by rules of the Sociedade Simples, except if the Articles of Association establishes the
subsidiary ruling of the Business Corporation Law (Art. 6.404/76).
Civil Code
The Civil Code rules that a stockholder may leave a company with unlimited duration by
notifying his partner with 60 days in advance. If the company has a limited duration, the
stockholder must prove fair cause in court.
The Articles of Association may establish causes for dissolution. The law establishes that
there is dissolution when there is consent of all stockholders or majority vote deliberation
in a unlimited duration company. There may be a judicial dissolution when the constitution
is annulled, when the corporate purpose is concluded or verified its non-enforceability.
Brazilian Business Corporation Law (Law 6.404/76)
The causes for dissolution of the company are similar to the rules of the Civil Code with
some specific rules that are irrelevant at this time.
In general, a stockholder may leave the company except if there is the company has a
limited duration or a contractual obligation impeding such act.
Regarding the unenforceability of the corporate purpose, Fabio Ulhoa Coelho1 understands
that the lack of market, losses with no possible recuperation, would be a possibility of
dissolving the company (Business Corporation Law Art. 206, II, b, Civil Code Art. 1.034,
II) or in case of grave conflicts among the stockholders that difficult the furtherance of the
corporate purpose.
In the liquidation of a company, Article 1.110 of the Brazilian Civil Code and Article 218
of the Business Corporation Law establish that the stockholder will be responsible until the
limit received from the company. There may be a demand for losses against the liquidator,
responsible for the liquidation, when proved damages in his activities in such duty.
We will now deal more closely regarding the responsibilities in the different legal areas.
Responsibilities of the Quota holder regarding Commercial and Civil Debts
The general rule applies to the commercial debts. As so, unless there is an illegality, the
quota holders responsibility will be limited to the value of the capital stock as above
explained. The quota holders will be responsible also for the valuation of assets in case of
payment of the subscribed capital with such assets.
Responsibilities for Consumer Debts
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The quota holder is responsible for consumer debts when acting with excess of power,
illegally or in violation to the Articles of Association (Article 28 of the Brazilian Consumer
Defense Code), that authorizes personal responsibility.
Responsibility for Labor Debts
The Superior Labor Court (TST) is of the understanding the piercing of the corporate veil is
a mean to enable the due guaranty for employees rights.
Responsibility for Tax Debts
The quota holder is not responsible in general for tax debts of the Sociedade Limitada
before the Brazilian Tax Authorities2. The Brazilian Tax Code in Art. 135, III, establishes
that the manager may be responsible, however. Nevertheless, an irregular dissolution of the
company, having the due taxes not been paid, may lead to personal responsibility for the
quota holders.
Responsibilities for Social Security Contributions
The responsibility for social security contributions are the same as for tax debts, as Articles
149 and 145 of the Brazilian Federal Constitution, consider such contributions similar to
taxes.
Criminal Responsibility of the Quota holder
There may be responsibility in case of verification of illegal acts.
Environmental Responsibility
Authors interpret Article 4th of Law 9.605/98 as granting the same responsibility as in
consumer cases.
Disregard of legal entity doctrine
Initially in the common law countries (England and United States of America), case law
and Authors, to avoid the use of legal entities to harm its creditors, developed the disregard
doctrine (Disregard of Legal Entity, Piercing the Corporate Veil or Lifting the Corporate
Veil), consisting in the disregarding of the legal entity, imposing personal liability on
partners who committed fraud against their creditors, with the separate existence from the
company and limited liability being ignored by the Courts.
Such theory, that establishes the power of the courts to disregard of the corporate
formalities and set aside the status of the legal entity, holding the stockholders unlimitedly
responsible, requires the proof of complete domination of the corporate formality used to
commit a fraud or wrong that causes injury.
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Internationally, case law and Authors exemplify what would be considered as factors that
could imply in cause for declaration of the piercing of the veil: disregard of the corporate
formalities, thin capitalization3, when capitalization (at the time of incorporation) is very
small in relation to the nature of the company’s business and to the risks that the business
necessary entails, alter ego4 (which means “second self”), when the separate personalities
of the company and its partners do not exist, with the company being a mere instrumentally
of them, small number of shareholders, active involvement by shareholders in management,
among others.
We shall note that the legal entity existence is not terminated if the requirements for
incorporation were duly observed, and will be maintained by Court5. However, if equity
holders use the corporate form with malice, the legal separation of the company and its
equity investors shall be ignored.
In Brazil, the disregard doctrine was first introduced in the sixties. Now our legislation has
some provisions regarding the disregard doctrine.
Brazilian Legal Literature have established cases where the disregard theory is applicable:
(i) fraud and abuse of power, where one or even more legal entities are used by its equity
holders to harm creditors, employees, government authorities and/or third parties, and/or
(ii) lack of economic (very similar to the alter ego theory) and legal autonomy, where the
legal entities and equity holders do not have the required separation regarding its assets and
will, as the requirements to pierce the corporate veil of a company.6
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Case law confirms such understanding regarding fraud and abuse of power7 and lack of
economic autonomy, specially in companies used by individuals to buy assets of personal
use, and in economic groups where the “control is under a management, labor and
economic unity, constituting one unique formal structure, and, as so shall being regarded as
a single company”.
In Brazil, one of the main argument for defendants who face a disregard doctrine pleading
is to require a specific law suit with the purpose of obtaining the judicial declaration that
the partners are personally liable, observing the constitutional due process of law principle.
However, our Superior Tribunal de Justiça – STJ does not consider the necessity of a
specific suit, understanding that “once the due requirements are verified, the judge may, in
the enforcement action, pierce the corporate veil to deem liable the partners involved in the
illegality, intending to prevent fraud against the law or third parties”.
Nevertheless, the general understanding in Brazil is that such theory must be applied with
caution as in general the limited responsibility is the rule for stockholders. There is a
tendency of increasing the responsibility of the stockholders when regarding labor,
consumer and tax debts due to the legal dispositions mentioned above.
Regarding labor debts, the risk is increased due to the labor judge trend to grant protection
to the employees.
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